
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ANALYSIS OF DEFENSIVE MECHANISMS

We use defense mechanisms to protect ourselves from feelings of anxiety or guilt, which .. The Ego and the
mechanisms of defense, London: Hogarth Press and Institute of Psycho-Analysis. New introductory lectures on
psychoanalysis.

Method Design of present research is descriptive- analytic that its aim is state relation between phenomena
and enhances existence collection knowledge about role of defensive mechanisms. Teenagers may giggle
uncontrollably when introduced into a social situation involving the opposite sex. Feel free to add comments
and to share any ideas of your own so that others can read them. This research have performed with the aim of
study and compare defensive mechanisms and methods of Developmental, Emotional Internalization , and
Disruptive behavior Externalization disorders. Frued argued that the most important instinct is our sexual
impulsive and more psychological defenses because of keep away from instinctive request for warning of
consciousness part of our mind Goodman et al. A person's developmental level is influenced both by biology
and by experience. Infants and young children who are not very developed, physically or mentally have
representations of the self and of others that are more primitive, while older children and adults tend to have
more sophisticated self and other representations. For example, in the oedipus complex , aggressive thoughts
about the same sex parents are repressed and pushed down into the unconscious. We need to our defenses so
we can live in the world; therefore aim of psycho gnosis is not cancel them. What is an example of regression?
Thoughts that are often repressed are those that would result in feelings of guilt from the superego. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press. SCID-I seven diagnostic groups of disorders of axis I include tempera
psychopathic disorders, psychoneurotic, dependence on narcotic substance, anxiety and psychical disorders;
eating disorder and adaptability have been assessed. Where Intellectualization and Rationalization use
inventive thought to buffer painful emotion, Undoing uses compensatory behaviors to achieve the same end.
One basic assumption or hypothesis that is distinct it from psycho gnosis model is that, it is dynamic
unconsciously and so it is source of motivation of our behavior, feelings and thoughts, not only thing that we
are not aware about them Solms, as said, psychoanalysis proceed with interpretation of speech and expression
of patient, according to meanings, motivations and structure of thoughts Spiegel, and main shafts of theory,
accept unconscious mental processes, accept resistance and regression, confirm importance of Eros and
invasion and Oedipus complex Joseph, and it is used simple way of mental purification catarzis to remember
thoughts in contemporaneous time in order to decrease increasingly nervous stresses Gabbard,  Defense
Mechanisms Defense Mechanisms We go through many, many changes as we move from infancy through
childhood to adulthood. Psychoanalysis system of Freud has great effect on theory and action in psychology
and psychotherapist and our vision about nature of human and our perception of identity Afzali et al. In
Intellectualization, people cope with painful or anxiety producing events by retreating into a cognitive analysis
of the event, in so doing, creating a sort of insulating distance from the emotions surrounding the event. In
reality, many people get stuck, fail to move past particular developmental milestones in particular areas of
their lives, and to not develop more effective means of coping in those certain areas. Projection Projection is a
psychological defense mechanism proposed by Anna Freud in which an individual attributes unwanted
thoughts, feelings and motives onto another person. However, it will be shown that it is possible to support a
concept of defense that is in accord with the essence of psychoanalysis and with recent information theoretic
accounts in psychology. Statistical analysis for describe data used percent, mean, standard deviation and for
analysis correlation between groups used k-2 and ANOVA. According to this theory, id impulses are based on
the pleasure principle : instant gratification of one's own desires and needs. Horowitz Ed. Denial is perhaps the
most famous of the classical defense mechanisms, in part because it was an important concept as taught by
Freud, but also because is has been emphasized by addiction recovery communities. These drives create
tensions in our infant bodies that over time we learn to represent and react to. A lot of ideas here, most of
which I have not done justice to. Someone who feels uncomfortable with their sexual desire for a real person
may substitute a fetish. The target can be a person or an object that can serve as a symbolic substitute. What is
an example of rationalization? While Freud originally had in mind the substitution of art work for deviant
sexual urges, the strategy is far more flexible than that. Usually, a reaction formation is marked by
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exaggerated behavior, such as showiness and compulsiveness. In Undoing, conflicted actions and motives that
one may or may not be conscious of are counteracted by other 'atoning' actions that, on the whole, attempt to
balance things out. Defensiveness, Maturity and Relationships In reading through this brief and incomplete
survey of the spectrum of defensive coping strategies you have hopefully picked up on the way relationship
skills correlate with maturity of defenses. Being with others provides opportunities for venting, distraction,
reality testing and a host of other helpful emotional supports.


